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D E S I G N  M O N O
In the world of design, there's one name that illuminates your

creative vision - Glowstone Quartz Surfaces. Crafting spaces

with an aura of timeless beauty and sophistication, our quartz

surfaces redefine luxury and practicality.



PREMIUM LUXURY QUARTZ SURFACES
MADE IN INDIA

Glowstone is an eco friendly production house producing beautiful engineered artificial

quartz. We offer a wide range of designed quartz surfaces with the finest quality and

premium surface finish.

Our surfaces are used for virtually any interior surface, countertops, vanity tops, table

tops, wall panelling and commercial interiors.

With the state of the art machinery and quality control,  our main aim is to provide our

customers with the best features,  design and characteristics.



CALACATTA SURFACES
2023

Glowstone Quartz Surfaces catering to diverse demand: of clients across the Globe respecting delivery deadlines

and honouring its customers with quality products. The wide product range is available in slabs, and cut sizes

with different style, size and finish. Glowstone evolves its range of surfaces to conquer the most demanding and

innovative designs. Quartz slabs represent a natural and safe evolution, they coordinate our aesthetics and

great flexibility, to offer new spaces dedicated to compliment the modern living. Quartz is one of the hardest

minerals in nature, with a high level of resistance. It is crystallised silicon dioxide (SIO2), which is usually white

or transparent and can be found in other colours if it comes into contact with impurities during its formation.



CALACATTA

G LOW

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Bringing the soothing rhythm of the ocean into your space, Glowstone Quartz Surfaces unveil a design inspired

by the gentle ebb and flow of waves. Imagine a harmonious fusion of soft, greys mimicking the tranquil beauty

of water in motion.

As you gaze upon this quartz masterpiece, it's as if you're standing on the shoreline, watching the ocean's

timeless dance. The subtle variations in shades of grey evoke the ever-changing hues of water, from the palest

dawn mist to the deep, mysterious depths of the abyss. It's a symphony of color that captures the essence of

nature's most calming and enduring force.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

HA Z E

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
The wind, a patient artist, sculpts its masterpiece over eons, etching lines of beauty across the landscape. Each

rise and fall, each sinuous curve, a testament to the artistry of nature. The dunes, like sentinels of time, stand tall

and unyielding, guardians of a silent wisdom.

To draw inspiration from these lines of sand dunes is to tap into a wellspring of creativity that knows no bounds.

It is to understand that even in the most barren landscapes, beauty and potential await discovery. It is a

reminder that artistry is not confined to the strokes of a brush or the notes of a melody, but can also be found in

the natural world's eloquent expressions.



CALACATTA

O R O

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Capture the rustic beauty and intriguing complexity of nature with a quartz design inspired by the delicate

intricacies of dry tree branches. Let the branch-like motifs and intricate details inspire your space, creating an

ambiance that speaks of resilience and the enduring beauty of nature's creations, where every twist and turn

tells a story of strength and adaptation.

As you explore this remarkable quartz surface, it's as if you've wandered into a serene forest in the heart of

autumn, where the branches of trees stand bare, revealing their intricate patterns and textures. The design

elegantly captures the essence of these weathered branches, where every twist and turn is a testament to

nature's artistry.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

R I V E R  G O L D

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
Embrace the timeless allure and enigmatic allure of the natural world with a quartz design influenced by the

graceful complexities of windswept sand dunes. Let the undulating patterns and subtle textures infuse your

environment, crafting an atmosphere that whispers of tenacity and the enduring allure of Earth's formations,

where each curve and contour narrates a tale of resilience and transformation.

As you immerse yourself in this extraordinary quartz surface, it's akin to stepping into a tranquil desert

landscape, where the shifting sands reveal their intricate formations and lines. The design masterfully captures

the essence of these sculpted dunes, where every ripple and curve is a tribute to nature's mastery.



CALACATTA

R I V E R  B L A C K

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



The deep, mysterious black base gracefully intertwines with the pristine white veins, creating a masterpiece that

marries sophistication with simplicity, and in this symphony of contrasts, a world of design possibilities unfolds.

Imagine immersing yourself in a space where the elegance of black meets the purity of white. It's a marriage of

opposites, a dance of yin and yang, creating a visual story that is as captivating as it is timeless. The black base

exudes an air of mystery and depth, akin to a moonless night sky, while the white veins are the beacons of clarity

and luminance, like a path of moonlight on still waters.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

B R A V I A

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
In the enigmatic dance of charcoal lines, a world of boundless creativity unfurls. Each stroke, deliberate and yet

seemingly spontaneous, breathes life into the canvas. The raw, smoky essence of charcoal manifests in the lines,

creating a visceral connection between the artist and the medium.

In these monochromatic strokes, a symphony of contrasts emerges, as light meets dark in a delicate embrace.

Shadows deepen, giving form to ethereal figures and intricate landscapes. Every line is a whispered conversation

between artist and muse, a silent understanding woven into the very fabric of creation.



CALACATTA

C H I C A G O

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
Beneath the azure sky, a symphony of water unfurls, as river streams carve their winding path through the land.

Each curve, each riffle, is a testament to the relentless persistence of nature, a ceaseless journey towards the

embrace of the sea.

In the languid meander of a river's course, there lies a whispered tale of life's eternal flow. The water, clear and

crystalline, mirrors the world above, reflecting the vibrant tapestry of earth, sky, and foliage. It carries with it the

secrets of the land, whispering ancient stories as it journeys on.



CALACATTA

L E O

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Picture warm, earthy tones gracefully merging to recreate the undulating contours of desert landscapes. This

design captures the essence of timelessness and tranquility, infusing your surroundings with a sense of calm and

natural beauty.

As you run your hand along the surface, it's as if you're tracing the curves and dunes of a vast desert, feeling the

warmth of sun-soaked sands beneath your fingertips. The seamless blend of earthy hues, reminiscent of the

desert's rich tapestry, creates a visual symphony that transports you to a place where time seems to stand still.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

T A U RU S

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



With bold, jagged veins of brilliant white and electric streaks, your space will be infused with the energy of a

thunderstorm. This design is a captivating reminder of nature's awe-inspiring force, adding a touch of

electrifying elegance to your surroundings.

Imagine standing in the heart of a thunderstorm, where lightning cracks across the sky, illuminating the

darkness with its dazzling brilliance. This quartz design mirrors that raw, untamed power, with veins that seem

to capture the very essence of lightning itself. The stark contrast between the electrifying white streaks and the

dark base creates a dynamic visual narrative that's impossible to ignore.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

F U S I O N  G O L D

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Imagine a dynamic palette of vibrant silvery grays, mirroring the intricate patterns created by sound vibrations.

This design captures the essence of movement and harmony, infusing your surroundings with a sense of energy

and balance that resonates with the rhythmic cadence of life itself.

As you delve into this captivating quartz surface, it's as if you're immersing yourself in the world of sound,

where every shade and texture represents the waves and frequencies that make up the tapestry of music. The

silvery grays evoke the ethereal quality of sound, and the patterns echo the intricate dance of vibrations that

bring music to life. It's a design that encapsulates the artistry of sound in a visual form.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

V E R D E

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Invite the serenity and fluidity of a meandering stream into your space with a quartz design inspired by the

gentle course of flowing water. This design captures the essence of tranquility and movement, infusing your

surroundings with a sense of calm and continuity, as if you're stepping into a realm where time flows as

effortlessly as a peaceful river.

As you explore this unique quartz surface, it's as if you're tracing the winding path of a tranquil stream, where

the colors and patterns echo the ever-changing ripples and currents of water. The soft, natural hues evoke the

calming presence of a babbling brook, while the gentle swirls and lines mirror the graceful dance of water as it

finds its way through the landscape.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

M A L D I V E S

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



The gentle, calming grey base intertwines effortlessly with the cool embrace of slate veins, creating a

harmonious canvas that whispers tranquility and sophistication.

Imagine stepping into a space where time seems to slow down, where every detail exudes a sense of calm and

understated elegance. The soft grey tones of this design evoke a feeling of serenity, like a quiet morning when

the world is still asleep, and the day holds endless possibilities.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

G O L D E N  V E I N

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Imagine a design that blends shades of deep cellular echoing the vibrant and constant activity of mitochondria.

This design encapsulates the essence of vitality and adaptability, infusing your surroundings with a sense of

innovation and endurance that mirrors the intricate workings of nature's smallest powerhouses.

As you explore this unique quartz surface, it's as if you're delving into the microscopic world, where the dynamic

processes of life unfold in every cell. The intricate interplay of deep cellular shades brings to mind the ceaseless

energy and adaptability of mitochondria, those tiny organelles that power the living world. It's a design that

captures the essence of life itself, where change and evolution are constants.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

V I N T A G E

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Imagine a gentle palette of cadet and slate, mirroring the delicate veins and organic patterns found in the foliage

of the forest. This design captures the timeless grace and harmony of nature, infusing your surroundings with a

sense of tranquility and vitality.

As you explore this quartz masterpiece, it's as if you've stepped into a serene woodland, where the play of light

and shadow among the leaves creates a mesmerizing dance. The soft, natural hues of cadet and slate evoke the

calming presence of a forest's cool, leafy canopy, while the veins and patterns mimic the intricate network of

roots and branches that nourish and sustain life.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

AMAR I L L O

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
As molten rivers cascade down mountainsides, they paint the world in vivid hues of red, orange, and gold. The

surface shimmers and ripples, a molten ballet of heat and light, leaving behind a trail of incandescent splendor.

It is as if the very earth breathes fire, exhaling its innermost secrets.

Beneath the surface, the land trembles and shifts, giving birth to new formations. Volcanic vents belch forth

plumes of steam and ash, a primal symphony of creation in progress. It is a reminder that beneath the tranquil

exterior lies a cauldron of potential, waiting for the right moment to erupt forth in a burst of creativity.



CALACATTA

S U P R EM E

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
For the artist, the interplay of trees and sky offers a tapestry of inspiration. Each leaf, each branch, is a

brushstroke in a masterpiece that spans the horizon. It is a study in contrasts—solidity against airiness,

rootedness against boundless expanse. It is a reminder that even in the quietest of moments, there exists a world

of inspiration waiting to be discovered.

In the embrace of trees covering the sky, inspiration flows like sap through their veins. It is a reminder that even

in our most rooted moments, our spirits can soar, reaching for the boundless possibilities that stretch beyond

our perception. It is a reminder that within the embrace of nature, we find solace, wonder, and the seeds of

boundless creativity.



CALACATTA

AU S T I N

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



Picture a palette of warm tones, evoking the essence of sun-scorched terrain. This design captures the strength

and endurance found in nature's harshest conditions, infusing your space with a sense of rugged beauty and

unwavering determination.

As you explore this quartz surface, it's as if you're embarking on a journey through the heart of a desert, where

the land bears the scars of countless battles against the elements. The warm hues, reminiscent of the sun's

relentless embrace, create an atmosphere that exudes both resilience and tranquility, a testament to the

enduring spirit of nature.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

MONT E C R I S T O

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



The grey base, adorned with intricate cracks reminiscent of the earth's ancient history, offers a striking visual

narrative. This design captures the essence of strength and resilience, infusing your space with a sense of

enduring beauty.

Picture the earth's geological history etched into every inch of your surroundings. The intricate cracks on our

Glowstone Quartz Surfaces are like the pages of a timeless story, where the earth's epic journey is frozen in

time. These cracks, reminiscent of the rugged landscapes that have withstood the test of millennia, serve as a

symbol of unwavering strength.

DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N



CALACATTA

A S T E RO I D

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
In the fissures and fractures of the limestone, life finds a foothold. Hardy plants cling to the rocky surface, their

roots snaking through crevices in search of sustenance. It is a testament to the tenacity of life, a reminder that

even in the harshest of environments, beauty and vitality can thrive.

As the sun sets, casting long, languid shadows across the hills, the landscape takes on a new, ethereal beauty.

The limestone seems to glow with an inner light, a luminescence that transcends the earthly realm. It is a

reminder that even in the fading light, there exists a radiance that lingers.



CALACATTA

B I A N C O  M A C A U B A S

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
In the shadow of these towering titans, there is a palpable sense of awe and humility. Their majestic forms

command respect, evoking a deep reverence for the forces that shaped them over millennia. They are stoic and

unyielding, yet their presence is a reminder of the ever-changing nature of our world.

For the artist, mountains offer a boundless canvas of inspiration. Each jagged edge, each sweeping vista, invites

exploration. The interplay of light and shadow, the textures of rock and soil, become a symphony of visual

poetry. It is a reminder that within the natural world, there exists a wealth of artistic potential, waiting to be

uncovered.



CALACATTA

A M B E R

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN
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DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
Within the tendrils of swirling incense smoke, there exists a delicate ballet of ephemeral beauty. Each wisp rises

with graceful abandon, carrying with it the aromatic essence of the burning ember. It is as if the very air has

become a canvas, waiting to be painted with ethereal strokes.

The smoke dances in languid pirouettes, its sinuous forms evoking a sense of serenity and transcendence. It

moves with a fluidity that defies the constraints of the physical world, rising and dissipating in a mesmerizing

display of impermanence. It is a reminder that even the most fleeting moments can hold a profound sense of

beauty.



CALACATTA

J E R S E Y

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
Within the tendrils of swirling incense smoke, there exists a delicate ballet of ephemeral beauty. Each wisp rises

with graceful abandon, carrying with it the aromatic essence of the burning ember. It is as if the very air has

become a canvas, waiting to be painted with ethereal strokes.

The smoke dances in languid pirouettes, its sinuous forms evoking a sense of serenity and transcendence. It

moves with a fluidity that defies the constraints of the physical world, rising and dissipating in a mesmerizing

display of impermanence. It is a reminder that even the most fleeting moments can hold a profound sense of

beauty.



CALACATTA

OR L ANDO

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
The cascade, though petite in scale, carries with it an undeniable sense of power and vitality. It is as if the very

earth breathes through this miniature waterfall, allowing its life-giving essence to nourish the flora and fauna

that call its banks home. Each drop that tumbles creates a symphony of rejuvenation, a reminder of the cyclical

nature of life.

Moss-covered rocks cradle the waterfall, their surfaces softened by the constant caress of water. They stand as

silent witnesses, bearing the marks of time and the tender touch of nature's hand. Together, they form a

harmonious tableau, a testament to the delicate interplay between the elements.



CALACATTA

M I AM I

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
The waves arrive with a ceaseless cadence, each one a messenger from the vast expanse of the ocean. They carry

stories of distant shores and ancient depths, whispering tales that resonate with the soul. With each crest and

fall, they paint a portrait of movement and continuity, a reminder of the perpetual flow of time.

The sand, a mosaic of granules, cradles the shoreline like a soft embrace. It remembers the touch of countless

feet and the imprint of fleeting moments. Each grain tells a story of erosion and rebirth, a testament to the

enduring cycle of nature's sculpting hand.



CALACATTA

A Z U L

JUMBO SLAB SIZE :- 320 CM X 160 CM  |  126 IN X 63 IN | SUPER JUMBO SIZE :- 345 CM X 194 CM | 136 IN X 76.4 IN

AVAILABLE IN :- 1.5CM, 2CM & 3CM | 0.6 IN, 0.8 IN, 1.2 IN



DESIGN

I N S P I R A T I O N
In their stillness, rocks invite introspection. They are reminders that amidst the frenetic pace of life, there are

havens of tranquility and reflection. Sitting upon a weathered boulder or gazing at a field of stones, one finds a

sanctuary for the mind, a space to ponder life's mysteries.

The rocks bear the scars of countless ages, yet within their forms lies a profound beauty. Each fissure, each

mineral vein, carries the memory of a world in constant transformation. They are canvases of nature's artistry,

showcasing patterns and colors that evoke wonder and admiration.



ADDRESS

#10, Badal Complex, Pur Road, Bhilwara

 311001 (Rajasthan) India

CONTACT

+91-9414013300, +91-9928085645

www.glowstone.co.in






